Raw Travel (Series 3)
9 x 30 MINUTES
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Krakow, Poland
Travel darling Krakow feels like a fairy tale with looming castles, medieval courtyards and even fire
breathing dragons. But more modern history of the horrors of World War II and an occupation of
communist rule did not leave Krakow unscathed. Today Krakow is a progressive and friendly city
that invites travellers the world over to sample its layered history and many charms.

2. Prague, Czech Republic
Prague, Czech Republic is simply awe-inspiring and firmly planted on the tourists’ trail. The Raw
Travel crew digs deep to uncover underground charms by visiting with a variety of locals from
diverse backgrounds as they showcase Prague’s culture and history like never before.

3. Bucharest, Romania
Romania’s capital city often gets short shrift as travellers passing through aren’t aware of its
hidden, if sometimes gritty, charms. The Raw Travel crew, with the help of some savvy locals,
shows them just what they’ve been missing.

4. NYC Underground (Brooklyn & East Village)
The top of the heap for creative, eclectic arts is New York City. It’s time to take an alternative look
at one of the most amazing cities in the world as Raw Travel stops in counter culture East Village,
red-hot Williamsburg and iconic Coney Island, Brooklyn.

5. Transylvania, Romania
Transylvania is the fabled home of Dracula and the setting for all sorts of frightening, and mostly,
fictional tales. Rob and the crew uncover the real Transylvania on a road trip through striking
landscapes dotted with old farmhouses and rural villages full of friendly folks, many of whom live
as they did centuries ago.

6. Serbia
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This Baltic country along with much of the former Yugoslavia was ravaged by war in the 1990s.
Today Serbia is safe, calm and full of hospitable locals who are some of the friendliest in all
Europe. Raw Travel visits the serene town of Novi Sad and the more chaotic capital of Belgrade to
see that Serbia has already put its painful past behind it.

7. Bratislava, Slovakia & Vienna, Austria
Separated by less than an hour by boat via the famous Danube are two major cities that although
proximate to each other, could not be more different. Not long ago, Bratislava and Vienna were at
the edge, but opposite ends of the fabled Iron Curtain. The crew explores the resulting and
fascinating contrasts recent history has imposed.

8. Budapest, Hungary
One of Eastern Europe’s crown jewels and much travelled destinations, Budapest gets the Raw
Travel treatment. The crew enlists the help of savvy locals and expats to uncover some of the
more hidden and decidedly less touristic charms of Budapest.

9. Bulgaria & the Black Sea
Rob and the Raw Travel crew road trip through Bulgaria to the Black Sea Coast where ancient
history, contemporary adventure and some very good times await. But few adventures worth their
salt come without tribulation. The crew’s resolve and resilience is tested as they overcome a major
obstacle to continue their escapades through mystical and enchanted Bulgaria.
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